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Southpark has begun to implement a philosophy of teaching and classroom management this 
year called Responsive Classroom. The foundation of this approach is to develop an atmosphere 
in which all students can thrive socially, emotionally, and academically. This is achieved through 
teachers modeling what they want to see from students and using positive teacher language. 

Teachers implement interactive learning structures, allowing for students to be fully engaged in the lesson of the 
day. Students become more aware of their behavior as they learn that there are logical consequences for their 
choices throughout each day. So, instead of feeling like they are being punished, students are able to connect 
with teachers as they discuss how their behavior affects others. Responsive Classroom has made a difference in 
our classroom; students are starting to become aware of the positive presence they are able to have in the 
Southpark Afterschool Program. 
 

 

Opening Circle (Morning Meeting in Responsive Classroom) is our way of starting the day off on an engaging, 
positive note. We begin each day with a greeting, where each student has the chance to be warmly greeted by a 
fellow student or teacher. One of the favorite greetings of our students is the secret handshake. Students have a 
minute to come up with a creative handshake together and then share it with the whole group. After the greeting, 
we continue on to have a group activity that allows students to be engaged in a game or chant that teaches them 
to work together. These activities have been great for community 
building in our program. 
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One of the favorite group 
activities of our students is 
Hands Up. This is a chant that 
leads to everyone having to name 
something that falls into a 
category chosen beforehand. One 
example is types of vegetables. 
Students laugh and have a great 
time as they chant along. 
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One of the main goals of the Southpark Afterschool Program this year is to continue to develop a stronger 
relationship with our feeder school, Sullivant Elementary. Several of our staff members spend at least an hour per 
week helping out in a classroom at the school. Some spend their time working one on one with students, focused 
on reading to develop comprehension and fluency. Others pull out groups of student to go over math skills, finish 
homework assignments, or help them catch up after being absent. Not only has this helped us to have more of a 
presence in the school, but we have also had the chance to learn more about what it looks like to effectively 
manage a classroom, how to motivate our students, and how to communicate more holistically with parents about 
their child’s progress and challenges. We look forward to exploring different ways we can build greater bonds 
between our program, the school, and the families of our students. 
                           

 

  
Coming Up at Southpark Afterschool Program! 

 
             December- Guest Reader Representative Adam Miller is scheduled to visit Southpark 

February- Southpark Afterschool Program will be partnering with Sullivant Elementary School to hold a parent literacy night. 
 

We appreciate your care and support of our program and our students. Thank you! 

http://www.cscc.edu/workforce/eslas/ | “USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer” 

In partnership with Children’s Hunger Alliance and Afterschool Alliance, all our ESLAsC sites had the 
chance to celebrate and draw attention to afterschool programming this October. With afterschool funding 
being in a threatened state over the past year, these three groups wanted to work together to ensure 
legislators and community members had the chance to see the impact that afterschool programming can 
have in a child’s life.  The event took place at Star Lanes at Polaris and featured bowling, arcade games, 
and a healthy meal for the 150+ attendees. The volunteers at the event, from several different companies 
around Columbus, were delighted to serve and engage with the students from our four afterschool sites. 
The night was a great reminder of how much each minute, dollar, and shared experience spent on 
afterschool is worth. What a wonderful position we are in to be able to make a difference in the futures of 
so many children. 
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